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Delivery of mRNA vaccines with heterocyclic lipids increases anti-tumor efficacy by 1 

STING-mediated immune cell activation 2 
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 25 

Therapeutic mRNA vaccines enable delivery of whole antigens, which can be advantageous over 26 

peptide vaccines. However, optimal efficacy requires both intracellular delivery, to allow antigen 27 

translation, and appropriate immune activation.  Here, we developed a combinatorial library of 28 

ionizable lipid-like materials to identify mRNA delivery vehicles that facilitate mRNA delivery in 29 

vivo and provide potent and specific immune activation. Using a three-dimensional multi-30 

component reaction system, we synthesized and evaluated the vaccine potential of over 1000 lipid 31 

formulations. The top candidate formulations induce a robust immune response, and were able to 32 

inhibit tumor growth and prolong survival in melanoma and human papillomavirus E7 in vivo 33 

tumor models. The top performing lipids share a common structure, an unsaturated lipid tail, a 34 

dihydroimidazole linker, and cyclic amine head groups. These formulations induce antigen 35 

presenting cell maturation via the intracellular Stimulator of Interferon Genes (STING) pathway, 36 

rather than through Toll-like receptors (TLRs), and result in limited systemic cytokine expression 37 

and enhanced anti-tumor efficacy.   38 

 39 
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mRNA vaccines are a promising class of vaccines for cancer prevention and treatment. In contrast to DNA 41 

vaccines, mRNA vaccination results in transient expression of encoded proteins, and so avoids 42 

complications associated with insertional mutagenesis.1 mRNA vaccines can be specifically designed to 43 

encode a wide variety of peptide and protein structures, allowing expression of the entire antigen. With a 44 

larger number of epitopes presented by Class I and Class II Major Histocompatibility Complex (MHC), 45 

mRNA vaccines can potentially induce a stronger cellular and humoral response than stimulation with 46 

peptide antigen vaccines.2  47 

A number of clinical trials have explored mRNA vaccination over the past decade;1 however, 48 

clinical translation has been limited by two major challenges: 1) insufficient intracellular protein 49 

expression due to catalytic hydrolysis of mRNA, and; 2) inadequate antigen loading and maturation of 50 

antigen-presenting cells (APC). To improve mRNA delivery and in vivo protein expression, liposomes 51 

and polymeric micelle-based formulations are in development, including nanoparticle delivery vehicles 52 

made from lipid-like materials.3, 4  53 

The design of therapeutics which can carefully balance antigen specific immune cell maturation 54 

and activation, whilst preventing systemic activation of the immune system, remains challenging. There 55 

is a growing body of evidence to suggest that adjuvant effects associated with targeted stimulation of Type 56 

I Interferons (IFNs) may support advantageous adaptive immune responses.1, 5, 6 Pathways which can 57 

activate IFN secretion have been identified, including toll-like receptors (TLRs), retinoic acid-inducible 58 

gene-I (RIG-I)-like receptors (RLRs) and stimulation of interferon gene (STING) pathway.7 Activation of 59 

these pathways has been reported to correlate with reduced disease progression and better clinical 60 

outcomes in human cancer patients,8, 9,10 Recently, involvement of MYD88-dependent TLR signaling 61 

pathways (TLR7 or 8) in instigating type I IFN responses has been demonstrated for both mRNA vaccines 62 

complexed into DOTMA/DOPE ipoplexes (BioNTech, Germany)11 and RNActive® (a protamine/mRNA 63 
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complex by CureVac AG, Germany)12. In addition, cytoplasmic RLRs, including RIG-1 and melanoma 64 

differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA-5) have also been linked to mRNA associated inflammation13-65 

15, demonstrating the importance of these innate immune pathways for potentiating immune response of 66 

mRNA vaccine. 67 

Despite this, unspecific activations of innate immune pathways are unsuitable for mRNA delivery. 68 

Exogenous mRNA that intrinsically bind to TLRs and RLRs, can conversely upregulate protein kinase R, 69 

which ultimately inhibit antigen expression and result in a limited antigen-specific immune response.1 70 

Fine-tuning TLR/RLR activation and IFN responses in systems with both mRNA and TLR/RLR agonists  71 

remains challenging. mRNAs incorporating chemically modified nucleotides or optimized codon 72 

sequences have therefore been developed, and are reported to reduce mRNA associated immunogencity.6  73 

In an alternative approach, type I IFN secretion can be modulated by co-administering adjuvants 74 

(including  aluminum salts and TriMix mRNA16) that target other immune cell activation pathways, or by 75 

altering mRNA delivery kinetics via optimized vaccine administration.11, 17 Recently, the STING signaling 76 

pathway has emerged as a TLR/RLR-independent mediator of the host innate immune response.18 77 

Additionally, small molecule or polymeric STING activators have been reported to induce relatively low 78 

levels of local and systemic inflammation when used as adjuvants, as compared to TLR agonists.19-23 A 79 

number of small molecule STING agonists are currently in clinical trials9, 24; however their success has 80 

been limited due to the challenges of cytosolic delivery of these molecules.25, 26   81 

Here, we present the first systematic study of lipids which can simultaneously mediate mRNA 82 

delivery and provide targeted adjuvant stimulation via the STING pathway. A new library of these lipids 83 

are developed on a one-step Three Component Reaction (3-CR).27 This strategy increases the diversity of 84 

synthesized lipid structures, and facilitates identification of structure-function relationships. Using this 85 

approach, we have identified the head group as key component; changing the chemical structure of the 86 
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lipid head group allows us to tune the immunostimulatory effect of these lipids. We further show that 87 

lipids with cyclic amino head groups activate the MYD88 (i.e. TLR7 or 8)/RLR (RIG-I and MDA-5)-88 

independent STING pathway. Moreover, the STING-activatable cyclic lipids were condensed with mRNA 89 

to formulate into lipid nanoparticles (LNPs). Cellular internalization can thus be improved through 90 

nanoparticle-mediated endocytic mechanisms28, 29, further improving the intracellular activation of STING 91 

pathways.25, 30 To our knowledge, this is the first evidence of lipid adjuvant-assisted mRNA vaccination, 92 

using LNPs designed to efficiently deliver mRNA and simultaneously activate the immune system through 93 

an mRNA-independent STING pathway.    94 

 95 

Results 96 

Design and synthesis of a lipid library 97 

We designed an isocyanide-mediated 3 component reaction (3-CR) to simultaneously couple primary or 98 

secondary amines31, ketones32 and isocyanides or isocyanide derivatives33 (Fig. 1a). The structures are 99 

composed of alkyl and alkylene ketone lipid tails, isocyanide linkers and amine head groups (Fig. 1b). 100 

Using this 3-CR, we synthesized a pilot library of 1080 lipids (Fig. 1c) containing combinations of the 101 

following sub-structures: (i) varied alkyl chain lengths from C6 to C18, with different degrees of 102 

saturation34; (ii) new side chains coupled to the lipid tail via imine, amide and 2,5-dihydroimidazole 103 

groups; (iii) degradable isocyanoacetate ester bonds in selected side chains; (iv) polar head groups 104 

containing primary or secondary amines, with the distance between amines varied from two to three 105 

carbons; and (v) polar head groups containing hydroxyl groups or cyclic structures.35 We used the unique 106 

chemistry of isocyanides to couple these lipids in a one-pot, high-throughput reaction using polar, protic 107 

solvents (ethanol and propanol)36. The isocyanides chosen in this reaction scheme can function as both 108 

electrophiles and nucleophiles, and therefore offer advantages over conventional lipids synthesized using 109 
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multi-step reactions3, 35, 37, 38 which require toxic catalysts, solvent exchange, and protection/de-protection 110 

steps (Supplementary Methods 1 lists synthesis and characterization details).33 This three-dimensional 111 

combinatorial approach facilitated simple and rapid synthesis of a large and diverse library of materials, 112 

with which we tested mRNA delivery efficiency.35  113 
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 114 

Figure 1. Isocyanide-mediated 3-Component Reaction (3-CR) for high throughput synthesis of lipidoids. (a) A schematic 115 
to illustrate the advantages of using a three-dimensional combinatorial synthesis library compared to a traditional two-116 
dimensional combinatorial library. (b) Proposed reaction mechanisms of the isocyanide-mediated one-pot reaction. (c) 117 
Structures of the three components of the lipidoid (amine, isocyanide and ketone) used in the synthesis library are shown. 118 
Lipids are named as Amine-Isocyanide-Ketone. (d) Schematic of mRNA-encapsulating lipid nanoparticles (LNPs). (e) 119 
Representative cryogenic electron microscopy (Cryo-EM) images of LNPs. Multi-lamellar mRNA loaded LNPs were shown 120 
in the images. 121 
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 122 

Figure 2. In vivo and in vitro screening of lipidoids for Fluc mRNA (mLuc) delivery. (a) HeLa cells were treated with 123 
mLuc-loaded LNPs. The relative luciferase expression/cell viability after incubating with mLuc LNPs overnight is shown in a 124 
heat map. Analysis of lipid tail (b), isocyanides (c) and amines (d) structure on transfection efficiency, quantified for the 232 125 
lead candidate lipidoids highlighted from Supplementary Fig. S1. (e-g) 48 lipidoids with 2DC18 tails, Iso 4,5,6,9 were screened 126 
in BMDCs and BMDMs. The four top-performing lipidoids are highlighted. The relative luciferase expression was calculated 127 
by setting the median expression level lipidoids as Log0 in each cell line (n = 3 independent experiments/group). (h)-(j) show 128 
the schematic and results of the in vivo batch analysis, where (h) batch 1 analysis determined the optimal ketone structure (2.5 129 
mg/kg mLuc, 120 LNP mixtures per mice); (i) batch 2 analysis identified the optimal isocyanide structure (0.75 mg/kg, 12 LNP 130 
mixtures per mice) and finally (j) batch 3 identified the top performing individual lipidoids (0.5 mg/kg mLuc/mice). All the in 131 
vivo studies (h-j) presented here were dosed through s.c. injection (n=2 biologically independent mice/group, initial screening). 132 
Both in vitro and in vivo screenings were repeated twice independently with similar results. 133 
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Lipid-mediated mRNA delivery in vitro and in vivo  134 

Effective mRNA vaccination requires both efficient intracellular antigen expression and subsequent 135 

immune cell activation to generate a robust immune response. We first evaluated the mRNA delivery 136 

efficacy of our lipid library by loading firefly luciferase mRNA (mLuc) into LNPs and comparing 137 

luciferase protein expression in cell lines. These LNPs were composed of a lipid mixture containing one 138 

of the synthesized ionizable lipids, helper lipid, cholesterol and C14-PEG (Fig. 1d,e).39 Results in HeLa 139 

cells are shown in Fig. 2a. Lipid treatments which showed cell viability <80% were eliminated from future 140 

studies (Supplementary Fig. S1). Of the 1080 lipid members, 969 lipids demonstrated improved mRNA 141 

transfection efficiency compared to naked mRNA. Of these, 232 lipids increased luciferase expression to 142 

over 10,000-units (Supplementary Fig. S1). Analysis of these 232 lipids revealed that mRNA delivery 143 

and protein expression was generally enhanced in lipid systems containing longer alkyl chains with 144 

reduced saturation (Fig. 2b). The inclusion of an ester group in the lipids appeared to enhance delivery 145 

efficiency (i.e., Iso 4-6, Fig. 2c), whereas adding a hydroxyl group to the lipid head, in most cases, 146 

decreased delivery efficacy (i.e., A10, Fig. 2d). Next, we tested mLuc delivery to primary antigen 147 

presenting cells (APCs) known to be important in vaccine therapeutic efficacy. A range of lipids 148 

containing the ketone 2DC18 were formulated into LNPs and used to deliver mLuc to mouse bone marrow 149 

derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) and macrophages (BMDMs). Our results suggest that delivery efficiency 150 

is similar in BMDCs, BMDMs, and HeLa cells, and we identified A2-Iso5-2DC18 and A12-Iso5-2DC18 151 

as the most potent mRNA delivery vehicles across these three cell types (Fig. 2e-g).  152 

We next explored the in vivo delivery efficacy of these candidate lipids, using two different helper 153 

lipids, DOPE and DSPC to formulate LNPs.39, 40 Fusogenic DOPE enhanced delivery compared to DOPC 154 

and was therefore chosen for the remainder of the LNP formulation studies (Supplementary Fig. S2). 155 

LNPs from all lipids in the library were individually prepared, and lipids were classified into one of 9 156 
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groups based on their ketone structure. LNPs with the same ketone structure were mixed immediately 157 

prior to injection, and delivered using intramuscular (i.m) or subcutaneous (s.c) injection to mimic typical 158 

clinical vaccination approaches.20, 41, 42 These 9 groups each contained a mixture of LNPs with a conserved 159 

ketone structure and various other functional groups. Consistent with our in vitro data, this screen revealed 160 

that longer, unsaturated alkyl tails increased delivery efficacy (Fig. 2h). We identified 2DC18 ketone 161 

derivatives as the most efficacious, and so further categorized 2DC18 lipids based on their isocyanide sub-162 

structure (Fig. 2i). We noted that isocyanoacetate lipids (butyl, ethyl or methyl) enhanced mRNA delivery 163 

compared to lipids synthesized using the conventional isocyanide. We therefore classified lipids 164 

containing ethyl isocyanoacetate and 2DC18 ketones as optimal sub-structures for lipid mRNA delivery 165 

(Fig. 2j). Using this batch screening and analysis method significantly reduced the number of animals, 166 

time and cost required to screen all 1000 compounds in our lipid library and allowed us to confirm A2-167 

Iso5-2DC18 and A12-Iso5-2DC18 as the top performing lipids for both s.c. and i.m. injection 168 

(Supplementary Fig. S3), consistent with the in vitro cell-based studies. These lipids contain several 169 

structural similarities; (1) two amines in the polar head group, spaced three carbons apart; (2) no hydroxyl 170 

group; and (3) the presence of at least one tertiary amine.  171 
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 172 

Figure 3. Top performing lipidoids exhibit different antitumor immunity. (a) A schematic of the structure of the top 173 
performing lipidoids. (b) and (d) Protein expression levels in the local injection site and the draining LNs following mLuc LNP 174 
injection. Quantification of Firefly luciferase (Fluc) protein expression in local injection site and draining LNs are shown in (b) 175 
and (d). Female B6 mice were dosed with 0.1 mg/kg mLuc (n = 4 biologically independent mice/group) and 0.5 mg/kg 176 
mLuc/mice (n = 2 biologically independent mice/group) respectively. A2 and A12 LNP treatment groups were compared using 177 
unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test). (c) and (e) one of the representative images of Fluc expression and distribution locally 178 
and in the lymph nodes (dosed at 0.1 mg/kg mRNA) (f) A schematic of the A14/Cre mRNA mouse model. (g) FACS 179 
quantification of tdTomato positive cells expressed in LNs 48 hours after injection of mCre LNPs (0.5 mg/kg mCre /mice). 180 
mRNA is mainly expressed in macrophages/monocytes and DCs (n = 6 biologically independent mice /group, unpaired two-181 

tailed Student’s t-test).  (h) An in vivo CTL assay of mOVA-loaded LNPs was performed 5 days after second injection (15 μg 182 

mOVA /mice). Quantification is shown on right (n = 6 for PBS, A2 and A12 mOVA groups and n=7 for A2 mOVA group. 183 
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Biologically independent mice were used in each group, data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s multiple 184 
comparisons test). Tumor volume was measured following (i) mOVA-loaded LNP vaccination using 15 µg mRNA, 185 
administered once per week for the first two weeks (arrows) or (j) in combination with anti-PD1 antibody, and overall survival 186 
plotted (k) (n = 6 biologically independent mice/group, 2way ANOVA repeated measures and Tukey’s multiple comparisons 187 
test). Mice were rechallenged on day 15 with an i.v. injection of tumor cells (2×105), and lung metastasis were evaluated 21 188 
days later (l). CD8+ T cells were isolated from splenocytes (m) and within tumor regions (n) and stained with OVA tetramer 189 
before FACS analysis five days after the repeat injection (n = 4 biologically independent mice/group, one-way ANOVA and 190 

Tukey’s multiple comparison test). Data are represented the mean ± S.D.. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001, ns, no 191 

statistical significance.    192 

 193 

Top performing lipids exhibit different antitumor immunity 194 

Dihydroimidazole-linked lipids A2-Iso5-2DC18 and A12-Iso5-2DC18 screened from the library 195 

have been identified and purified as the top performing lipids for mRNA delivery (Supplementary 196 

Method 2, Fig. 3a). Formulation of LNPs have also been optimized (Supplementary Method 3, Table 197 

S1 and Fig. S4 39, 43). Separately, decreasing lipid tail saturation is thought to increase transfection 198 

efficiency through enhanced fusogenic HII phase formation.34, 44 To determine if this approach could 199 

enhance delivery in our system, we compared ketones with two (2DC18) or four (4DC19) double bonds 200 

in the lipid tail. LNPs exhibited comparable particle size, encapsulation efficiency and protein expression 201 

levels (statistically no difference) between systems with two or four double bonds in the lipid tail 202 

(Supplementary Fig. S5). 203 

We next tested the vaccination potential of our lead lipids (A2-Iso5-2DC18 and A12-Iso5-2DC18, 204 

referred to as A2 and  A12 respectively)  following subcutaneous injection.45, 46 We found that both the 205 

A2 and A12-loaded mLuc LNPs could induce protein expression in the local injection site and the draining 206 

lymph nodes (Fig. 3b-e). To determine whether APCs were transfected within lymph nodes, we delivered 207 

Cre-recombinase mRNA LNPs (mCre) to the Ail4D reporter mouse model. These mice harbor a mutation 208 

in the Gt(ROSA)26Sor locus and cells co-express tdTomato upon injection of mCre (Fig. 3f). Our results 209 

indicated that the A2 and A12 LNPs induced similar levels of protein expression and were able to transfect 210 
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central APCs including macrophages/monocytes (CD11b+) and dendritic cells (CD11c+) (Fig. 3g and 211 

Supplementary Fig. S6).  212 

We then tested the adaptive immune response and anti-tumor efficacy of our mRNA lipid delivery 213 

systems using the Ovalbumin (OVA) expressing B16F10 mouse melanoma model, and an OVA mRNA 214 

(mOVA) vaccine. We found that the A2 mOVA LNPs induced a significantly higher antigen-specific 215 

cytotoxic T lymphocyte response (CTL) compared to the A12 mOVA LNPs, in parallel with robust IFNɤ 216 

secretion (Fig. 3h and Supplementary Fig. S7). Additionally, the A2 mOVA LNPs vaccines induced 217 

robust tumor suppression with only two doses (once per 5 days) (Fig. 3i), whereas the A12 mOVA LNPs 218 

showed almost no anti-tumor efficacy in the B16F10-OVA mouse melanoma model. When the A2 mOVA 219 

LNPs were co-delivered with an anti-PD1 antibody, this combination therapy significantly retarded tumor 220 

growth and improved overall survival (Fig. 3j, k). The number of systemic and tumor-infiltrating antigen-221 

specific T cells also increased dramatically (20-30 fold) following A2 vaccination using our mOVA or 222 

mOVA/anti-PD1 combination vaccination approach (Fig. 3m, n, and Supplementary Fig. S8).   223 

Finally, using a tumor re-challenge model, we examined the durability of T-cell responses following 224 

vaccination with A2 mOVA LNPs. Mice were able to efficiently eliminate B16-OVA cells following 225 

intravenous vaccination (Fig. 3l), demonstrating long-lived protection against tumor challenge. 226 

Although the A2 and A12 LNPs demonstrated similar mRNA delivery efficacy to local lymph nodes 227 

and APCs, only the A2 LNP system was able to induce robust tumor immunity.   228 
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 229 
Figure 4. Heterocyclic amine-containing lipidoids act as mRNA vaccines with robust antigen-specific T cell and humoral 230 
response. (a) A schematic of the structure for the second lipidoid library, where R is one of four linear amines or one of five 231 
heterocyclic amines (b-d) ELISpot analysis of IFN-γ-spot-forming cells among splenocytes after ex vivo re-stimulation with 232 

SIINFEKLpeptide on day 10 in different NP groups (15 μg mOVA/mice, n = 6 biologically independent mice/group for cyclic 233 
and linear LNPs, n =3 biologically independent mice/group for control groups). (e-g) CTL analysis of vaccinated mice (n = 3 234 
biologically independent mice/group) (h) and (i) Representative FACS analysis of IFN-γ expression in CD4+ T cells and CD8+ 235 
T cells at indicated time points (data were subtracted by PBS treatment at Day 0). Results demonstrate long-lived CD8+ T cell 236 
response (n = 3 biologically independent mice/group).  (j) OVA-specific production of IgG in response to mOVA vaccination 237 
in various LNPs (n = 6 biologically independent mice/group). Data are presented as mean ± S.D. 238 

 239 
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A new lipid library to identify immune-stimulatory structures 240 

The major structural difference between A2 and A12 lipids is the amino head group; A2 contains a 241 

heterocyclic amine whereas A12 contains a linear amine. We therefore explored structure-function 242 

relationships in lipid design; specifically investigating if the nature of the head group (heterocyclic versus 243 

linear) affects lipid-associated immunogenicity. We generated a second lipid library with conserved 244 

2DC18 and ethyl isocyanoacetate moieties, but varied the amine components to include either linear 245 

tertiary amines or heterocyclic tertiary amines (Fig. 4a and Supplementary Table S3). We used these 246 

lipids to formulate LNPs with similar particle size, encapsulation efficiency and comparable mRNA 247 

delivery efficiency, and compared IFNɤ expression following mOVA vaccination (Fig. 4b).  248 

Lipids containing heterocyclic groups (cyclic lipids) showed significantly increased IFN-ɤ 249 

secretion compared to lipids containing linear tertiary amines (linear lipids) (Fig. 4c). In particular, LNPs 250 

containing the lipid A18 increased IFN-ɤ positive secretion in splenocytes 10.5-, 4.2- and 75.5-fold 251 

compared to MC3- based LNPs (Fig. 4c), one of the lipid materials currently FDA approved for RNA 252 

delivery3, and in-house generated A2 and A12 LNPs (Fig. 4c,d), respectively. In contrast, treatment with 253 

free mRNA, peptide- or recombinant OVA protein failed to induce a T cell response, and T cell responses 254 

were minimal even when these agents were combined with a known TLR-4 agonist, lipopolysaccharide 255 

(LPS) (Fig. 4c). Notably, co-delivery of empty A18 LNPs with free OVA peptide improved this T cell 256 

response, demonstrating that the lipid A18 has intrinsic stimulatory effects; we identified CD8+ T cells as 257 

having a leading role in orchestrating the IFNγ secretion (Supplementary Fig. S9). We then measured 258 

the OVA-specific CTL response associated with these LNPs. We found that cyclic lipids increased OVA-259 

specific splenocyte death, with A17, A18 and A21 LNPs able to reduce the number of OVA peptide-260 

pulsed splenocytes by 98% (Fig. 4e-g). We also examined the durability of T cell responses; we found 261 

that CD8+ T cells was greatest on day 10 (~20%) following administration of mRNA A18 LNPs on day 1 262 
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and day 6, and that cells were able to kill up to 50% of the peptide pulsed splenocytes on day 40 (Fig. 4h, 263 

i, and Supplementary Fig. S10). Mice immunized with A17, A18 and A21 LNPs showed OVA-specific 264 

serum IgG antibody titers over 2.5-fold higher than mice treated with MC3 LNPs (Fig. 4j). Next, we 265 

examined the importance of this cyclic head group on immune cell activation.  266 

 267 
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Figure 5. Cyclic lipidoids facilitate the maturation of APCs in local LNs through STING-dependent activation of Type 268 
I IFN. (a) A schematic illustrating the process of APC activation and antigen presentation. FACS analysis of surface markers 269 
indicative of BMDC (b, c) and APCs (d,e) maturation, cells isolated from local LNs following treatment with cyclic LNPs (n 270 

= 4 biologically independent mice/group, 15 μg mOVA /mice). (f-g) mRNA Expression levels of interferon-stimulated genes 271 
(CXCL10) at local LNs at 1,3,5 days after vaccination, quantified using quantitative polymer chain reaction (qPCR) (n = 6 272 

biologically independent mice/group). (h) IRF activation after incubating with LNPs (0.1 μg mOVA per well) for 24h in 273 

different CDS reporter cells (wild type, RIG-I, MDA5, MYD88 or STING knockout) (n = 4 biologically independent 274 
experiments/group). (i) CXCL10 protein levels measured by Bioplex ELISA in BMDCs (wild type, Stinggt/gt and Ifnαβr-/-) 275 

treated with representative cyclic and linear mOVA LNPs (1 μg mOVA RNA per well in a 12-well plate, n = 4 biologically 276 
independent mice/ group). (j) % of CD86+ CD11c dendritic cells in BMDCs (wild type, Stinggt/gt and Ifnαβr-/-) treated with 277 

representative cyclic and linear mOVA LNPs, measured by flow cytometry (1 μg mOVA RNA per well in a 12-well plate, n = 278 

4 biologically independent mice/ group). (k) ELISpot Assay quantifications in different knockout mouse groups (15 μg 279 
mOVA/mice, n = 4 biologically independent mice/ group). (l) Molecular docking of A25 and A18 with hSTING. KD values 280 
are calculated from the simulation. Data are presented as mean ± S.D. Statistical significance was calculated by One-way 281 
ANOVA and Dunnett's multiple comparisons test compared to untreated blank group: **** P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 282 
0.01, *P < 0.05. ns, not significant. 283 

Cyclic lipids stimulate adaptive immune cells through STING 284 

Using our second-generation lipid library, we investigated protein expression in vivo following 285 

mLuc vaccination (Supplementary Fig. S11a-c). The majority of lipids exhibited similar protein 286 

expression levels (more than 2 times higher than that of LNPs formulated with commercially available 287 

Dlin-KC3-DMA).  We noted that LNPs formulated with A18 or A21 (containing a piperidinyl six member 288 

and an azepanyl seven member side chain, respectively) significantly enhanced delivery efficacy. Protein 289 

expression was also observed in macrophages and monocytes, as seen for the A2 and A12 LNPs tested 290 

earlier (Fig. 3g), suggesting that the A18 and A21 LNPs induce robust antigen expression in several key 291 

immune cells.  292 

To test the ability of our second-generation LNPs to directly activate APCs (Fig. 5a) 47, 48, we 293 

treated naïve BMDCs for 24 hours with cyclic LNPs or linear LNPs containing OVA mRNA. We selected 294 

lipids with comparable mRNA delivery efficiency (cyclic- A2 and A13; linear- A12 and A24) and used 295 

5-methoxyuridine modified OVA mRNA to further reduce mRNA immunogenicity, ensuring we 296 

compared the immunostimulatory effect of the lipid structure. We found that mRNA encapsulated in 297 

cyclic LNPs increased expression of dendritic cell activation markers (CD40, MHCII) 2 to 3-fold 298 
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compared to linear LNPs (Fig. 5b, c). Notably, empty cyclic LNPs were also able to upregulate these 299 

activation markers (Supplementary Fig. S12), clearly indicating that the activation of APCs is not only 300 

triggered by mRNA, but also by the unique structural features of this class of cyclic lipids. Similar trends 301 

were seen in vivo, where CD86/CD40 expression was upregulated in DCs collected from the draining LNs 302 

of mice treated with cyclic LNPs compared to mice treated with linear LNPs (Fig. 5d, e). We noted some 303 

differences in delivery efficacy, DC activation, and T cell responses among the cyclic lipids, suggesting 304 

that the exact lipid structure plays an important role in fine-tuning the overall immune response.  305 

Given the importance of type I IFNs in APC activation and generation of a robust T cell response, 306 

we next examined IFN-stimulated gene (ISG) expression in lymph nodes following mOVA LNP 307 

vaccination. Cyclic lipids were able to elicit up-regulation of IRF7, CXCL10, and IFNβ 1day post-308 

injection, but this expression was transient and decreased to background levels over the subsequent 5 days 309 

(Fig. 5f, g and Supplementary Fig. S13). mRNA delivery has been reported to activate type I IFN-310 

mediated immune responses through the TLR-MYD88 pathway.11 Moreover, single-stranded (ssRNA) 311 

and double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) bearing a 5’triphosphate are known to be recognized by RIG-I and 312 

MDA-5.49 Additionally, there is emerging evidence that some polymeric materials may also activate 313 

innate immune responses through the STING pathway.20, 23 We therefore examined the potential 314 

mechanisms of Type I IFN activation of our lipids, using CDS reporter cell lines (InvivoGen, inc.) with 315 

stable knockout of Myd88, Mda5, Rig-I and Sting genes. Using cGAMP (STING-dependent) and LPS 316 

(TLR-dependent) controls, we demonstrate that in wild type cells, cyclic mOVA LNPs significantly 317 

facilitated IRF activation as compared to linear LNPs (Fig. 5h, Supplementary Fig. S14). IRF activation 318 

was slightly reduced in Mda5 KO, Rig-I KO and Myd88 KO cells treated with cyclic mOVA LNPs, 319 

however was entirely absent in Sting KO cells, demonstrating that the STING pathway governs the lipid-320 

based adjuvant effect of cyclic LNPs (Fig. 5h).  321 
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To further validate the activation of cGAS-STING-type I IFN pathway by cyclic LNPs, we isolated 322 

BMDCs from Stinggt/gt, IFN receptor (Ifn-α/βr-/-) knockout and wild type mice and examined ISG 323 

upregulation and APC activation using 2 cyclic LNPs (A2 and A18) and 2 linear LNPs (A12 and A25) 324 

(Fig. 5i, j and supplementary Fig. S15). Cyclic and linear lipids with similar numbers of carbon in the 325 

head groups were compared (A2 similar to A12, A18 similar to A25). These four lipids were used for the 326 

rest of representative studies unless stated otherwise. Consistent with mRNA level changes in wild type 327 

mice (Fig. 5g), we observed elevated secretion of CXCL10 protein in the supernatant of wild type BMDCs, 328 

but not in Stinggt/gt and Ifn-α/βr-/- BMDCs 24 h after co-incubating with cyclic LNPs. We also noted that 329 

BMDCs isolated from wild type mice matured when treated with cyclic LNPs (empty or containing mRNA) 330 

(Fig. 5j and supplementary Fig. S15), but this was not observed in BMDCs isolated from Stinggt/gt and 331 

Ifn-α/βr-/- animals. In contrast, the linear LNPs were unable to elicit a strong STING-type I IFN activation 332 

and APC maturation in any of the models tested, confirming that the additional adjuvant effect is specific 333 

to cyclic LNPs, and is mediated by the STING pathway.  334 

Furthermore, the adaptive immune response in Stinggt/gt , Myd88-/- and Mavs-/-  (downstream 335 

adaptor of RIG-I and MDA5) or Ifn-α/βr-/- mice demonstrated that adaptive T cell responses (IFN-γ 336 

ELISpot® ) were almost eliminated in Stinggt/gt and Ifn-α/βr-/- mice treated with cyclic LNPs (A2 and A18). 337 

T-cell responses were still observed following knockout of TLR-MyD88 or RIG-I/MDA5-MAV pathways, 338 

suggesting the STING pathway is the key mediator of this effect (Fig. 5k). In contrast, the linear LNPs 339 

(A25) were unable to elicit a strong IFN-γ response in any of the models tested (Fig. 5k).  340 

Activation of the STING pathway can occur indirectly through activating cyclic GMP-AMP 341 

synthase (cGAS) or through direct binding to STING proteins.20 Additional studies in Cgas-/- mice showed 342 

that T cell response was only partially dependent on cGAS (Fig. 5k).  We further evaluated the function 343 

of cGAS and STING in situ following vaccination with cyclic A18 LNPs. We observed elevation of 344 
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phosphorylated IRF3 (pIRF3) in DCs isolated from injection site and draining lymph nodes in wild type 345 

and Cgas-/- but not Stinggt/g mice, confirming the activation of STING-type I IFN pathways could occur 346 

through cGAS-independent pathways (Supplementary Fig. S16). We also observed that cyclic LNPs 347 

interacted with both mouse and human STING pathways (Supplementary Fig. S17). We next performed 348 

several tests to determine if our cyclic lipids can bind to human STING proteins. We used a lipid pulldown 349 

assay to assess binding between synthetic lipids and a His-tagged STING C-terminal Domain (CTD). 350 

Extraction of His-tagged STING CTD after incubation with lipids suggested that in contrast to linear lipid 351 

structures, cyclic lipids (notably A17 and A18) associate with STING protein (Supplementary Fig. S18a, 352 

b). In vitro, fluorescently labelled A18 cyclic LNPs were found within the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 353 

(58.3% of LNPs) and co-localized with ER-associated STING protein (24.4% of LNPs) (Supplementary 354 

Fig. S18c). Using dynamic molecular docking, we next explored the interaction between lipid heads 355 

groups and STING, and identified the STING CTD binding pocket (typically shared by the natural ligand 356 

c[G(2’,5’) pA(3’,5’)p] (PDB:4EF4, 4KSY) and the small molecule DMXAA (PDB:4QXP)) as a likely 357 

binding site (Supplementary Fig. S18d,e). Simulations suggested that cyclic lipid head groups bind with 358 

~3-fold to ~20-fold greater affinity than their linear counterparts (cyclic A18, KD: 51.33 μM; linear A25, 359 

KD: 756.34 μM; cyclic A2, KD: 106.18 μM; linear A12, KD: 329.81, PDB:4EF4) (Supplementary Fig. 360 

S18e). 361 

Cyclic lipid-mRNA vaccines induce robust antitumor response  362 

We finally identified A18 (Fig. 6a) as our lead cyclic lipid candidate from our lipid library and screening 363 

tests. This lipid facilitates potent mRNA protein expression (Supplementary Fig. S11, 19), and induces 364 

a strong immune response mediated, in part, through STING activation. We tested mRNA LNPs 365 

formulations containing this cyclic lipid in a variety of tumor models. Using the B16-OVA melanoma 366 

model described earlier, we demonstrated that a single vaccination of A18 mOVA LNPs significantly 367 
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prolonged survival, compared to either a PBS control group or mOVA vaccinations delivered using 368 

commercially available MC3 LNPs. Approximately 50% of animals treated with A18 LNPs survived over 369 

40 days, and 3 out of 11 animals were tumor free up to day 60 (Fig. 6b, c and Supplementary Fig. S20).  370 

Next, we investigated vaccination with tyrosinase-related protein 2 (Trp2); a tumor associated 371 

antigen (TAA) known to be important in the B16F10 melanoma model. As both humans and mice share 372 

the same recognition sequence, this antigen has potential for clinical translation. Here, we delivered three 373 

doses of 15 µg Trp2 mRNA (mTRP2) in A18 and A25 LNPs, alongside with the same dose regimens of 374 

free luciferase mRNA, MC3 LNPs, and protamine/mRNA complexes presenting the clinically 375 

investigated RNActive® vaccine (CureVac, Germany)12 as controls (Fig. 6d, e and Supplementary Fig. 376 

S21a-c). A18, but not A25 LNPs were able to significantly slow tumor growth and outperformed all other 377 

delivery systems. Mice treated with the A18 mTRP2 LNPs showed a marked increase in survival, with >60% 378 

living beyond 40 days. A18 LNP-vaccinated mice were further re-challenged with secondary B16F10 379 

tumors at a distant side to the original tumors one day after vaccinations. Inhibition of secondary tumors 380 

has been observed, demonstrating that systemic and prolonged antitumor effects could be achieved 381 

through the administration of cyclic LNP-mediated mRNA vaccine (Supplementary Fig. S21d). 382 

Next, we tested mRNA delivery in TC-1 cells expressing the human papillomavirus (HPV) E7 383 

protein, as a model for viral oncogene/mutant neo-epitope driven cancer with translational vaccination 384 

potential.11 Vaccination using viral oncogene-coding E7 mRNA-A18 LNPs before day 5 significantly 385 

reduced tumor burden (Fig. 6f and Supplementary Fig. S20). When the A18 LNPs were co-administered 386 

with an anti-PD1 antibody therapy, animals demonstrated robust cures, even in late stage treatment plans 387 

(Fig. 6g) (vaccination given from day 9 onwards; 30% mouse survival at 40 days30,31). Tumor tissue was 388 

collected from all three mouse models, and immunostaining indicated activated CD8+ T cell infiltration 389 
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in all models treated with A18 LNPs, confirming these LNPs can induce a strong adaptive immune 390 

response (Fig. 6h-j).  391 

Finally, we evaluated blood AST, ALT, BUN and creatine levels to determine whether repeated 392 

lipid injection caused systemic toxicity. We also compared major organs post-vaccination using histology, 393 

and found no observable toxicity (Supplementary Fig. S22, S23 and Table S3). Moreover, selected 394 

LNPs were injected subcutaneously at a 3-fold higher dose than the vaccination dose. At 2, 8, and 24 h 395 

after injection, cytokine and chemokine concentrations were analyzed in systemic circulation and at the 396 

local injection site (24h only) (Supplementary Fig. S24). In contrast to the PBS-treated group, both empty 397 

and mOVA-loaded A18 LNPs induced a pronounced release of pro-inflammatory cytokines (i.e., tumor 398 

necrosis factor (TNF-α), IFN-Ƴ and IL6) at the injection site. Importantly, the increase in cytokine 399 

concentrations following A18 LNPs vaccinations was predominantly local with systemic cytokine levels 400 

much lower than an LPS control. These data further demonstrate that these cyclic lipid systems can be 401 

used for safe and efficacious antitumor immunity. 402 
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Figure 6. The effect of A18 mRNA antigen vaccines on tumor growth. a. schematic, cyroEM image and particle size 404 
distribution of the finalized A18-mOVA-LNPs. b-g: tumor inhibition and survival curves of three different types of tumor 405 
B16F10-OVA (n = 7 biologically independent mice/group per test), B16F10 (n = 6 biologically independent mice/group per 406 
test), and TC-1 (n = 7 biologically independent mice/group per test) treated with different therapeutic mRNA vaccines alone, 407 
or together with anti-PD-1 antibody. PBS and A18 mOVA LNPs in all three models were repeated twice (n = 5 biologically 408 
independent mice/group in the second repeat, individual mice data presented in Fig. S20) with similar results. Arrows indicate 409 
the dosing schedule; 15 µg mRNA was dosed once or multiple times. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. Two-way ANOVA 410 
combined with Tukey’s multiple comparisons test was used to analyze the difference between different treatment groups. 411 
Unless stated otherwise, statistical analysis compared treatment groups and PBS controls. Survival curves were compared using 412 
Log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. In c and f, the statistical data on the chart compares A18 Trp2 mRNA and A18 E7 mRNA+anti-413 
PD-1 separately. * P < 0.05, ** P < 0.01, *** P < 0.001, **** P<0.0001. h-j show representative immunofluorescence staining 414 
of CD8/IFNγ killer T cells within tumor regions of untreated or vaccine-treated mice. CD8 staining is shown as green, IFNγ is 415 
shown as red, counter stain with DAPI and then merge together is shown on the left (n = 5 biologically independent mice/group).  416 

  417 

 418 

 419 

Discussion 420 

We have identified a class of cyclic lipids that provide robust anti-tumor efficacy through adjuvant-421 

assisted mRNA vaccination in 3 mouse models. We rapidly synthesized a large lipid library containing 422 

over 1,000 compounds using a 3-component reaction (3-CR) in a single day. This reaction scheme expands 423 

classical multi-component reactions27 by using an isocyanide mediated three component system, which 424 

allowed us to vastly increase the molecular diversity of our combinatorial library. Although MCR 425 

techniques have previously been used to generate molecular libraries27, 50-52, we believe this is the first 426 

evidence of a 3-CR lipid library for gene delivery, and the first evidence of an isocyanide mediated system. 427 

The addition of the isocyanide moiety allows the formation of a dihydroimidazole linker, and we believe 428 

our results also show the first example of dihydroimidazole-containing LNPs for optimised mRNA 429 

delivery.  430 

From this library, we identified 9 lead candidate lipids that facilitated robust in vivo protein 431 

expression and antigen presentation (Fig. 4a). Notably, lipids containing cyclic amino head groups (in 432 

particular piperidinyl six-member cyclic groups) were able to act as mRNA delivery vehicles but also 433 
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facilitate APC maturation in a mRNA-independent manner (Fig. 5b).  To our knowledge, this is the first 434 

demonstration of LNPs with MYD88- and mRNA-independent, STING- mediated adjuvant effects. The 435 

STING pathway is emerging as an important regulator of innate immune cell behavior18, and activation 436 

of this pathway has been reported to correlate with reduced disease progression and better clinical 437 

outcomes in human cancer patients.8, 9, 10 Several small molecule STING agonists are therefore currently 438 

in clinical trials,10, 53 however their success has been limited due to the challenges with cytosolic delivery 439 

of these molecules.25 440 

In our system, the STING agonist is a lipid component of a lipid nanoparticle delivery system, 441 

which facilitates internalization. This combinatorial lipid nanoparticle intrinsically provides targeted 442 

adjuvant stimulation via the STING pathway and facilitates efficient mRNA delivery. We have used these 443 

materials to deliver antigen specific mRNA vaccines in a number of in vivo tumor models, demonstrating 444 

significant survival advantage in animals treated with our lead candidate LNP A18. We envision that these 445 

materials could be used as vaccine systems with a range of antigens including tumor-associated antigens, 446 

personalized multi-epitope antigens, and bacterial and viral proteins, and may provide a generalized 447 

approach towards vaccination.  448 

 449 
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Methods 563 

Material and Lipid Library synthesis   564 

Lipids were synthesized through one-pot mixing of amines, ketones and isocyanides. Amines were 565 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, TCI America, and Alfa Aesar. All isocyanides were purchased from 566 

Sigma-Aldrich. Ketones were mainly purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, Alfa Aesar and TCI America. All 567 

chemicals obtained from commercial sources were used as received. The lipid was synthesized with a 568 

molar ratio of amine: isocyanide: ketone at 1:1:1. All library reactions were carried out in 96 well deep-569 

well plate with glass insert (VWR). The reaction was taken place at room temperature for 24 h, conversion 570 

was typically over 70%.  For in vitro high throughput transfection study or in vivo batch analysis assay, 571 

the lipid mixtures were used without purification. Otherwise, the lipid was purified by flash column 572 

chromatography on a Isco Combiflash systems. Structure was confirmed by nuclear magnetic resonance 573 

spectra of 1H and 13C (Bruker AVANCE-400 NMR spectrometer with a Magnex Scientific 574 

superconducting magnet) and LC-Mass spectra (Waters Acquity LC-MS instrument) (See Supplementary 575 

Methods for Details).  576 

LNP Synthesis. An organic phase was prepared by solubilizing with ethanol a mixture of the synthesized 577 

cationic lipid, 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine (DOPE, Avanti), cholesterol (Avanti), and 578 

1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine-N-[methoxy- (polyethyleneglycol)-2000] 579 

(ammonium salt) (C14-PEG 2000, Avanti) at a predetermined molar ratio. The aqueous phase was 580 

prepared in 10 mM citrate buffer (pH 3.0, fisher) with either mLuc (Firefly luciferase mRNA, Translate), 581 

antigen mRNA or non-translating Cy5-labelled FLuc mRNA (TriLink BioTechnologies). All mRNAs 582 

were stored at -80 oC, and were allowed to thaw on ice prior to use. The ethanol and aqueous phases were 583 

mixed at a 3:1 ratio and an lipid : mRNA weight ratio of 10:1 in a microfluidic chip device using syringe 584 

pumps as previously described.39Resultant LNPs were dialyzed against 1X PBS in a 20,000 MWCO 585 
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cassette (Fisher) at 4oC for 1 hour and were stored at 4oC prior to injection. For high throughput screening, 586 

the LNPs were prepared in a 96-well plate by directing adding ethanol phase to aqueous phase.  For in 587 

vitro screening, LNPs were directly incubated with cells without further dialysis. For in vivo batch analysis 588 

screening, LNPs in each classification group (for batch analysis) were mixed and dialyzed against 1XPBS 589 

before injection into mice. 590 

LNP Formulation Optimization. The molar ratio of lipid components, the weight ratio between mRNA 591 

and total lipid would affect the encapsulation, morphology and transfection efficiency of LNPs39, thus 592 

these factors was optimized using 4 factor (DOPE, C14-PEG, cationic lipid, mRNA/lipid ratio) 4 level 593 

central composite design. The experiments were designed and analysed using Design-Expert® software 594 

version 11 (Stat-Ease, Inc.).43, 54, 55 595 

LNP Characterization. The size, polydispersity index (PDI) and zeta potentials of LNPs were measured 596 

using dynamic light scattering (ZetaPALS, Brookhaven Instruments). Diameters are reported as the 597 

intensity mean peak average. To calculate the nucleic acid encapsulation efficiency, a modified Quant-iT 598 

RiboGreen RNA assay (Invitrogen) was used as previously described.39, 45 Results of encapsulation 599 

efficiency can be found in Table S3 (the attached excel file). 600 

RNA Synthesis. RNAs for studies of Firefly-luciferase and OVA expression in tissue culture and in vivo 601 

were obtained from Translate Bio and TriLink Inc.39, 41, 45 E7 mRNA were generated from linearized 602 

plasmid vectors by in vitro transcription using MEGAscript kits (Life Technologies), 5′ capped to produce 603 

cap-0 structured 7-methylguanylate 5′ ends using ScriptCap m7G Capping System kits (CellScript), and 604 

3′ poly(A)-tailed using A-Plus Poly(A) Polymerase Tailing kits (CellScript, Inc.), all according to the 605 

manufacturers’ protocols.  606 
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In vitro high-throughput screening and in vivo batch analysis. The unpurified lipid library was directly 607 

added to ethanol containing DOPE, cholesterol, C14-PEG at pre-determined molar ratio, and then mixed 608 

with mLuc aqueous solution. For in vitro transfection, the lipid-mRNA mixture (with 0.1 µg) mRNA were 609 

added to 96-well plate pre-seeded with HeLa cells, BMDC or BMDM cells. After overnight incubation, 610 

the luciferase mRNA transfection efficiency and the cell viability were simultaneously measured using 611 

ONE-GloTM Luciferase Assay System (Promega) according to manufacturer’s instruction. The 612 

fluorescence and luminescence were quantified using Tecan Infinite M200 Pro plate reader (Tecan). For 613 

the in vivo batch analysis assay, lipid mRNA mixtures within one classification group were mixed and 614 

dialysis before injecting to mice. 50 µg (~2.5 mg/kg) mLuc RNA for batch analysis 1 (120 LNP mixtures 615 

in each group), 15 µg (~0.75 mg/kg) mLucRNA per mice for batch analysis 2 (12 LNP mixtures in each 616 

group) and 10 µg (~ 0.5 mg/kg) for batch analysis 3 were injected for each lipid group. Five hour after 617 

injection, mice were subjected to the bioluminescence assay using in vivo imaging system,IVIS® kinetic 618 

imaging system (Perkin Elmer).  619 

Animals and cells. All animal procedures were performed with ethical compliance and approval by the 620 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on Animal Care (CAC). Female C57BL/6 mice (4-8 621 

weeks) were obtained from Jackson Laboratory Inc. and Charles River Laboratories Inc. Ifn-α/βr-/-, Mavs-622 

/-, Stinggt/gt, Myd88-/- mice and Ai14D (B6.Cg-Gt(ROSA)26Sortm14(CAG‑ tdTomato)Hze/J, 007914) mice were 623 

purchased from the Jackson Laboratory and housed in an MIT animal facility. For each experiment, mice 624 

were randomly allocated by blinded investigators to each group. Stinggt/gt, and Ifn-α/βr-/- BMDCs were 625 

derived from corresponding knockout mice and then cultured in GM-CSF-containing medium for 6–7 626 

days. CDS reporter cells, including RAW-LuciaTM ISG cells (e.g., wild type, KO-Sting, KO-Rig-I, KO-627 

Mda5) and THP1-DualTM (e.g., wild type, KO-MYD cells, KO-STING cells THP-1) were purchased from 628 

InvivoGen Inc. (CA). B16-OVA cell line was kindly given by Dr. Kenneth Rock, Dana-Farber Cancer 629 
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Institute, Boston. TC-1 cells were kindly provided by Darrell Irvine lab (MIT). B16-F10 cells and HeLa 630 

cells were purchased from ATCC. All cell lines were routinely tested using a mycoplasma contamination 631 

kit (R&D). Cells were cultured in complete medium (RPMI 1640, 10% fetal bovine serum, Pen-Strep (100 632 

U/ml-100 μg/ml), 100 μg/ml Normocin™), 2 mM L-glutamine, 25 mM HEPES (all from Invitrogen)) at 633 

37 °C in 5% CO2. 634 

Bioluminescence. Five, six, twenty-four and forty-eight hours (or longer) after the injection of the mRNA 635 

LNPs, mice were injected intraperitoneally with 0.2 mL of D-luciferin (10 mg/mL in PBS). The mice were 636 

anesthetized in a ventilated anesthesia chamber with 1.5% isofluorane in oxygen and imaged 10 min after 637 

the injection with an in vivo imaging system (IVIS, PerkinElmer, Waltham, MA). Luminescence was 638 

quantified using the Living Image software (PerkinElmer).39 639 

Ai14D Reporter Mice Transfection Analysis. Ai14D mice were immunized with A2 and A12 LNPs 640 

containing mRNA coding for either Cre-recombinase or irrelevant mRNA, 0.5 mg/kg mRNA per mice 641 

(TriLink). Two days after vaccination, the draining lymph nodes, the inguinal lymph nodes, were removed 642 

and digested in a medium containing collagenase D (1 mg/mL, sigma) for 40 min at 37 °C. The solution 643 

was then filtered through a 70 μm cell strainer and centrifuged. The cells were suspended at 4 °C in staining 644 

buff er for 30 min at 4 °C. The staining buff er contained antibodies specific for different cell markers and 645 

analyzed by flow cytometry. 646 

In vivo cytotoxicity lysis (CTL) assay. Groups of C57BL/6 mice were injected (15 μg free or LNP-loaded 647 

OVA mRNA, E7 mRNA or control luciferase mRNA, or OVA (E7) peptide, OVA protein with other 648 

adjuvant (LPS or cGAMP (InvivoGen)) with the same dose) subcutaneously at the lower left flank of the 649 

mice. Five days later of the second injection, naive C57BL/6 mice were sacrificed and splenocytes were 650 

dissociated and collected. Half of the splenocytes were pulsed with OVA257–263 or E749–57 peptides 651 

(InvivoGen) in complete medium at 37 °C for 2 h. The unpulsed and peptide-pulsed cells were labelled 652 
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with 0.05 μM or 0.5 carboxyfluorescein succinimidyl ester (CFSE) (Invitrogen), respectively, in PBS for 653 

20 min. After washing of the CFSE, equal numbers (1 × 107) of CFSElow (unpulsed) and CFSEhigh (peptide 654 

pulsed) cells were mixed together and instantly injected intravenously into the immunized mice. Eighteen 655 

hour after injection, splenocytes and lymph nodes from the treated mice were collected, dissociated and 656 

subjected to flow cytometry analysis. The numbers of CFSEhigh and CFSElow cells were confirmed and 657 

used to calculate the percentage of peptide-pulsed target cell killing. Specific killing was defined as 658 

Percentage of specific lysis = [1 − non-transferred control ratio/ experimental ratio] × 100.20 659 

ELISpot Assay. Multiscreen filter plates (R&D systems), pre-coated with antibodies specific for IFNγ  660 

(R&D systems) were washed with PBS and blocked with full medium for 3 h. 2 × 105 effector cells 661 

(splenocytes, purified CD4+ T cells or purified CD8+ T cells (using untouched CD8α T cells or CD4α T 662 

cells isolation kit II (Miltenyi Biotec)) per well were stimulated for 16–20 h with 2 µg/mL OVA or E7 663 

peptide or autologous DCs loaded with RNA or loaded with peptides. All tests were performed in duplicate 664 

or triplicate and included assay positive controls as well as cells from a reference donor with known 665 

reactivity. Spots were visualized with a biotin-conjugated anti-IFNγ antibody (R&D systems) followed 666 

by incubation with ExtrAvidin-Alkaline Phosphatase (R&D systems) and BCIP/NBT substrate (R&D 667 

systems). Plates were scanned using CTL ImmunoSpot Series S five Versa ELISpot Analyzer (S5Versa-668 

02-9038) and analyzed by ImmunoCapture V6.3 software.42, 56  669 

ELISA assay. For antibody detection, groups of C57BL/6 mice were immunized with different vaccines 670 

on days 0 and 5. On day 7,10 and 14, 100 μl blood was drawn from the tail vein, and levels of antigen-671 

specific IgG in the serum were measured by ELISA. For ELISA assay, flat-bottomed 96-well plates (Nunc) 672 

were precoated with OVA protein at a concentration of 2 μg protein per well in 100 mM carbonate buffer 673 

(pH 9.6) at 4 °C overnight, which were then blocked with 10% FBS in PBST. Antisera obtained from 674 

immunized animals were diluted 50 times in PBS-0.05% Tween (PBS-T), pH 7.4, and were added to the 675 
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wells and incubated at 37 °C for 2 h. Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (# 676 

7076, Cell Signaling) were used at a dilution of 1:5000 in PBS-T–10% FBS for labelling. After adding 677 

the HRP substrates, optical densities were determined at a wavelength of 450 nm in an ELISA plate reader 678 

(Bio-Rad).20, 41, 45 679 

BMDC activation and antigen presentation assay. Bone marrow derived dendritic cells (BMDCs) were 680 

prepared as described previously.20, 46 In brief, bone marrow cells flushed from the femurs of C57BL/6J 681 

mice were cultured in the DC medium: RPMI 1640 supplemented with 10% FBS, Pen/Strep and 20 ng/mL 682 

GM-CSF. The medium was half replaced every 2 days. On day 6, non-adherent and loosely adherence 683 

immature DCs were collected and plated at 5×105 cells per well in a 24-well plate. The phenotype of DCs 684 

were pre-determined using CD11c (routinely 60-80% CD11c+). After 24 h, BMDCs were incubated with 685 

0.5~2.5 µg OVA mRNA in various LNPs formulations or with blank LNPs at the same dosage in complete 686 

media for different lengths of time (10 h, 24 h, 48 h) at 37°C with 5% CO2, LPS was used as an DC 687 

activation positive control. After co-incubation, BMDCs were harvested, washed with FACS buffer (1% 688 

BSA, 10% FBS in PBS), incubated with anti-CD16/32 at room temperature and then stained on ice with 689 

fluorophore-labelled antibodies against CD45, CD11c, CD40, CD86, F4/80, MHCII or PE-conjugated 690 

anti-mouse SIINFEKL/H-2Kb monoclonal antibody 24-D1.16 (ebioscience). The activation of DCs and 691 

antigen presentation were quantified using the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of cells by flow 692 

cytometry analysis. In another study, the LNP-treated BMDCs were collected at different time points. 693 

Whole RNA was extracted from the BMDCs, and reverse-transcribed into cDNA. Type I interferon 694 

pathway activation was determined by analysing the downstream RNA using primers against CXCL10, 695 

IRF7 and IFNβ.  696 

Flow cytometry and antibodies. Antibodies purchased from BioLegend, eBioscience and BD for flow 697 

cytometry are listed in Supplementary Table S4. For the flow cytometry analysis of surface marker, cells 698 
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were pre-incubated with anti-CD16/32 antibody and stained on ice with fluorophore conjugated antibody. 699 

For the staining of intracellular marker, e.g. IFN-γ, cells were pre-stimulated with the Cell Stimulation 700 

Cocktail (eBioscienceTM) for 6 h, and fixed and permeablized using the fixation/permeabilization solution 701 

kit (BD). Then cells were stained with both anti-IFN-γ or other surface antibodies.  Flow data were 702 

acquired on a BD LSR II flow cytometer and analysed using FlowJo software. 703 

Quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR). 704 

Local lymph nodes and tumors were taken at indicated time points after injection with LNPs loaded 705 

mRNA antigen. For the in vitro study, BMDCs were cultured and treated as mentioned above. Total RNAs 706 

were extracted by RNeasy Kit (Qiagen, Inc.) from cells or tissues according to manufacturer’s instructions. 707 

cDNA was generated using SuperScriptTM III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen, Inc.). qRT–PCR 708 

was performed according to the TaqMan Gene Expression Assay protocols (Invitrogen, Inc.) using a 384-709 

well LightCycler 480 (Roche).20, 57 Samples were run in triplicate. The following primers were 710 

used for qRT–PCR: Cxcl10 (mouse, Mm00445235_m1, Invitrogen); Ifnb1 (mouse, Mm00439552_s1, 711 

Invitrogen); Irf7 (mouse, Mm00516793_g1, Invitrogen); Gapdh (mouse, Mm99999915_g1, Invitrogen); 712 

CXCL10 (human, Hs00171042_m1, Invitrogen); IFNb1 (human, Hs01077958_s1, Invitrogen); GAPDH 713 

(human, Hs02786624_g1). 714 

STING pulldown assay. To investigate the STING interaction with cyclic lipid, we prepared and purified 715 

His-Sting CTD according to a previous method.20 The His-STING was bound to Ni-NTA followed by co-716 

incubation with lipids for 1 h at room temperature. The extra lipids were washed 4 times with cold PBS. 717 

Lipid bond to protein was finally extracted using propanol and quantified using UPLC-MS (Waters).   718 

Immunization and tumor therapy experiments. Four- to six-week-old mice were injected 719 

subcutaneously with B16-OVA or B16F10 melanoma cells (1.5 × 105), TC-1 cells (1.5 × 105) into the 720 

right flank of mice. Vaccination timelines were selected based on the growth curve of the mouse models 721 
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and according to literature descriptions.20, 45 In most cases, vaccinations began when tumor sizes was less 722 

than 50 mm3 (on day 4 or 5 after tumor inoculation). Animals were immunized by subcutaneous injection 723 

of different LNP formulations containing 15 µg OVA mRNA, luciferase mRNA, E7 mRNA, or Trp2 724 

mRNA as described in the main text. Two (B16-OVA tumors) or three doses (B16F10 and TC-1 tumors) 725 

were given every five days. Alternatively, a single dose of vaccination was given at a larger tumor size 726 

for B16-OVA and TC-1 tumor models (on day 9 after tumor inoculation) to further confirm the potent 727 

antitumor efficacy of our LNPs. For combinatorial immunotherapy, at days 5, 8, 11 and 14 after 728 

inoculation, some groups were intraperitoneally injected with 200 μg of checkpoint inhibitor (anti-mPD-729 

1, BioXcell, or BE0146). Tumor growth was measured three times a week using a digital caliper and 730 

calculated as 0.5 × length × width.2, 20, 46 Mice were euthanized when the tumor volumes reached 2,000 731 

mm3. For the lung metastasis rechallenge model, tumor bearing vaccinated mouse or non-vaccinated 732 

mouse were rechallenged by intravenous injection of 5×104 B16-OVA cells per mouse, and lungs were 733 

excised on day 21. For the subcutaneous rechallenge model, 1 day after second vaccination (two 734 

vaccinations in total), mice bearing A18 LNPs treated melanoma were rechallenged with B16F10 cells 735 

(1.5x105) on their distant side. Tumor inhibition was compared with mice bearing freshly inoculated 736 

tumors (no prior challenge).   737 

H&E Morphology Evaluation and Blood Chemistry Analysis. Three days after second vaccination in 738 

tumor free and tumor bearing mice with different treatments were all subjected to a toxicity assay.   739 

Creatinine, total Bilirubin, blood urea nitrogen (BUN), serum aspartate aminotransferase (AST), and 740 

alanine aminotransferase (ALT) in the serum were assayed as indicators of renal and liver function, 741 

respectively. Major organs including the heart, liver, spleen, lungs, and kidneys were collected and fixed 742 

for H&E staining by the KI Swanson Biotechnology Center to evaluate the organ-specific toxicity. 743 
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Statistical analysis. A two-tailed Student’s t test or a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 744 

performed when comparing two groups or larger than two groups, respectively. Statistical analysis was 745 

performed using Microsoft Excel and Prism 7.0 (GraphPad). Data are expressed as means ± S.D. 746 

Difference was considered to be significant if P < 0.05 (*P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, **** P < 747 

0.0001 unless otherwise indicated). The survival rates of the two groups were analyzed using a log-rank 748 

test and were considered statistically significant if P < 0.05. 749 
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